Welcome to Diesel Technology Program at Steel Center CTE. Please review the following information to ensure that your student is adequately prepared upon arrival.

Below is a recommended list of items that each student should possess while attending Steel Center CTE Diesel Technology Program.

- Leather steel/ composite toe work boots or work shoes, athletic shoes are not permitted.
- Safety glasses or goggles (no dark color shades). One pair of safety glasses will be provided, addition or lost safety glasses will be the student’s responsibility to replace
- A minimum of 2 pair of work pants or work coveralls, dark blue or navy on color.
- Students are requires to purchase shop work shirts, forms will be sent home the first week of class with further information regarding the cost.
- Tool Box should include the following items
  - ¼ inch drive socket set in metric and standard sizes
  - 3/8 inch drive socket set in metric and standard sizes
  - ½ inch drive socket set in metric and standard sizes
  - Wrenches, metric from 10mm to 18mm, 7/16 to 1 inch
  - Screwdrivers both slotted and Philips style
  - Pliers, slid joint type in different sizes
  - Digital Volt Metter
  - Tire psi gauge, heavy duty for trucks.
  - Lock for tool box
  - Borrowing tool sets from peers in NOT an option or permitted. Tool room is open for all students to sign out specialty tools ONLY.
- Notebooks and lined paper will be provided, students responsibility to have a pen or pencil when needed.
- Steel Center handbook must be signed by Parent or Guardian and returned before student will be permitted in the shop area.

Please Note: Each student will be responsible for securing their individual items in their personal locker at the end of each class session (Lockers and combination locks will be provide, ONLY school provided combination locks are permitted)